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[The author writes for Business News Americas in Sao Paulo.]
After two months of trying to convince Brazilian diplomat Jose Mauricio Bustani to resign as
director-general of the UN Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), the US
rallied enough votes at an April 23 special meeting of the organization to force him to step down.
The organization's membership voted 48 to 7 for Bustani's removal with 43 countries, including
much of Latin America, abstaining. Brazil, Mexico, Cuba, China, Iran, Russia, and Belarus voted
against the US-sponsored motion.
US officials accused Bustani of poor management, but Bustani and others believe the US wanted
him removed because his actions got in the way of the US desire to wage war against Iraq. "I am
blamed for seeking Iraq's membership," Bustani claimed, even though the agency's mandate is to
ensure the "convention's universality without exception."
Bustani's forced removal comes after the US failed to gather enough votes to oust him at a meeting
of the OPCW executive committee in March. This is the first time a director of a UN body has been
forcibly removed from office. "Dismissing me would establish an international precedent whereby
any duly elected head of any international organization would at any point during his or her tenure
remain vulnerable to the whims of one or a few major contributors," Bustani said on the day votes
were cast. "They would be in a position to remove any director-general or secretary-general from
office at any point in time."

US suddenly applies the pressure
Bustani was unanimously elected to head the OPCW when it was created in 1997 to implement the
Chemical Weapons Convention negotiated by US President George H.W. Bush. The convention
bans the development of chemical weapons and requires their destruction. He was unanimously reelected for another four-year term last year and even received a letter of support from US Secretary
of State Colin Powell.
Under Bustani's guidance, OPCW's membership increased from 87 to 145 countries and 15% of the
world's stock of chemical weapons was eliminated. But in February of this year, the US suddenly
requested that Bustani resign quietly. Bustani credits the "hawks" in the Bush administration, such
as John Bolton, the undersecretary of state for arms control, as well as hard-line Republicans linked
to Sen. Jesse Helms (R-NC) for wanting him removed. Officially, the Bush administration claimed
that Bustani's gross mismanagement and autocratic leadership, which were demonstrated by his
habit of failing to consult with member countries about OPCW actions, threatened to undermine the
organization.
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The administration says he has not been concentrating on OPCW's primary mission, eradicating
chemical weapons, and instead has been fighting chemical terrorism and promoting the pacific
development of chemical industries. Because Bustani volunteered OPCW inspectors to verify Iraq's
chemical weapons stockpile, "he would supplant the UN inspection regime in Iraq and undercut the
Security Council," read a paper detailing US grievances. "It was not our wish to have a messy, ugly
public battle over this," The Washington Post quoted a senior administration official as saying. "But
a number of countries have been concerned about his management style for some time, and we all
decided to persuade him to go quietly and find an appropriate exit. He chose not to."
When Bustani refused to step down quietly, the US applied the pressure. "For the past two
months, my life has been hell; they even threatened my kids," Bustani said in an interview with
the newspaper Correio Braziliense. Bustani defends self and organization The Brazilian diplomat
says the OPCW mandate is to bring other countries into the Chemical Weapons Convention, even
countries the US considers part of the "axis of evil," such as Iraq and Libya. "Resolution 687 of the
UN Security Council, when it created the special commission for Iraq, specifically mentioned that
this country should later enter into a chemical arms convention," Bustani said. "The scene I always
imagined for Iraq would be a coordination between the Security Council and OPCW to carry out
a more sophisticated inspection in this country. The worst scenario is what we have today Iraq
without inspectors."
The diplomat realizes, however, that having Iraq under OPCW would thwart the plans of
warmongers in the Bush administration. "A peaceful solution would remove the principal argument
the US has to launch an attack against Iraq," said Bustani. "Washington prefers to have Iraq as an
enemy." The diplomat admits he has emphasized not only the destruction of chemical weapons but
also the promotion of the chemical industry for peaceful ends. "It is impossible for any country to
develop without a chemical industry," he said. US allegations that Bustani poorly administered the
organization also do not add up. The OPCW was audited yearly, and it only lacks funds because the
US has withheld dues it owes. In the end, to save the organization, many other member countries
such as members of the European Union (EU) bowed to the US will.
With Bustani's removal, the US promised to release the US$60 million, 22% of the organization's
budget, it has been holding up. Foreign Ministry avoids bilateral battle with the US With extensive
press coverage in Brazil on the US arm- twisting to remove the ambassador, Brazil's Congress
pressured Foreign Minister Celso Lafer to make stronger efforts to keep the diplomat in his post.
Lafer responded that efforts were being made to persuade the US to desist from removing Bustani,
but privately officials said that since it was a multilateral issue it was not worth a bilateral showdown
with the US.
What was most revealing about Brazil's efforts, or lack thereof, was the number of Latin American
countries that abstained from voting. Either they were torn between allegiances to the US and Brazil
or Brazil did not encourage them to vote against the US. The biggest surprise was not Cuba, which
maintains an independent foreign policy under President Fidel Castro, but Mexico, a close US ally,
which questioned the juridical basis of the voting procedure. In the end, Brazil did not have the
wherewithal to face down the US. "Did Brazil defend Ambassador Bustani? Yes. It [the result] was
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not what we would have liked, but given the adversary, it was what was possible," summed up Aldo
Rebelo, a deputy from the Partido Comunista do Brasil (PCdoB).
Other Brazilian politicians took a grimmer view of US unilateralism. Paulo Delgado, a deputy from
the left-leaning Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT), says that soon the US will not only want to choose
"civil servants for international organizations, but also Brazilian negotiators in important processes
like the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA)."

Another Latin American to head the OPCW?
Donald Mahley, the US ambassador to the OPCW, promised that the presidency of the organization
would pass to another Latin American, but he also showed his disdain for the countries that make
up the rest of the hemisphere. "Latin Americans are so characterized by sheer incompetence
that they won't be able to make up their minds," Mahley was quoted as saying in The Guardian
newspaper. The US ambassador added that, if the replacement is "like Bustani...we will say 'screw
the organization.' We'll dismantle our [chemical] weapons independently and monitor them
ourselves."
Bustani believes that the OPCW, now under US domination, will become less effective in bringing
other countries into the arms verification and destruction regime. "They will have complete control
of the organization," he said. "I think there is no chance of Iraq joining. It is possible Libya, which
has already announced its entry, will not do so," he said. "Before, those countries believed that there
was an impartial, nondiscriminatory administration, that there was egalitarian application of the
standards. Now the perception is different; probably the next director will have to be approved by
the United States and controlled by them, as the Americans generally do."

-- End --
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